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SECTION 1 – Matching  
  
Match the terms with its explanations. Write the matching letter in the correct box. The  

first one has been done for you.                                                                        (1 mark 

each)  

  
Terms  Explanations    
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PLEASE NOTE: This SAMPLE paper is to guide students on question types 

ONLY , and not the content for the final end-of-term examination. The 

assessed units can be found in the Assessment Guide.  

TEACHER NOTES & INSTRUCTIONS   

Please tick         the correct answers in RED 

INK and then write the mark awarded in the marking 

columns. With multiple mark answers highlight where 

the mark is awarded by underlining or by using an 

extra tick.   
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1.DNS 

  

  

 
 

Like an address book of website  F  

  

2. IP address    

  

  

The address of a website  A  

3. Rendering 
  

  
Numbers that can identify each computer  B  

4. URL(DOMAIN 

NAME) 
  

An automated process acomputer does to 

create or display something C  

   

/ 4  

SECTION 2 – Fill in the Blanks  

Fill in the blanks with answers from the answer bank. One of them has been done for  

you.   

  (1 mark for each blank)  

 

1. __________________ is formatting tags into the HTML language. 

 

2. The Chrome , Safari , Firefox and IE are most common 

_______________ 

 

 

3. ________________ is   writing notes around something. 

Web browsers   html    hyperlinks   annotated   css    w3c 
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4. ________________ documents are called web pages 

 

5. _________________ a link to another website, location or file, usually 

by clicking on highlighted word or image on the screen. 

 

6. _____________ is  a member-based organization 

 

SECTION 3 – Multiple Choice  
 Choose and circle the correct answer – A, B, C or D.     (1 mark each) 

1. The last part of a URL is called a:  

A) suffix 

B) tag  

C) prefix  

 

2.to make web pages more interactive we use    

A) HTML  

B) JS(JAVASCRIPT) 

C) W3C  

3.Lots of animated images ,lots of adverts ,spelling errors and poor layout is  

D) Unreliable website 

E) Reliable website 

F) suffix 

  

4.Which of the following is a URL?   

G) 151.253.49.178  

H) <title> Ministry of Education Website </title>  

I) http://example.com/example1/index.htm  

     

SECTION 4 – True or False    

 Choose and circle the correct answer TRUE or FALSE.                       (1 mark each)  

Example:       

   1. CSS is used to request HTML files from a server.  TRUE  FALSE  

 

2. hyperlink will take you to a new page when you click on it             TRUE 

 FALSE  

/4  
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3. html is a computer language that annotates content , allowing both people and computer 

system        .                                                TRUE 

 FALSE  

4. A website that can be trusted is known as an unreliable website.  TRUE 

 FALSE  

     /3 SECTION 5 – Short Answers  

                 (3 marks each)  

1. list 3 ways you can tell a website is unreliable by its design 

       

__________________________________________________________________________

_ 

__________________________________________________________________________

_ 

___________________________________________________________________      

2. Someone might buy a website for a country the website was not designed for?  

__________________________________________________________________________

_ 

__________________________________________________________________________

_ 

___________________________________________________________________      

 

3 .list 3 suffixes that are limited. This means they are not available for anyone just anyone buy  

________________________________________________________________       

 

                           

 

4.list 3 suffixes. This means they are  available for anyone just anyone buy      
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                         End of Examination  


